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experience were different from those of their British colleagues; but,
after months of exposition and argument, they returned to India
without sacrificing a principle or losing a friend.	. *
I have never served on a committee which was more-conscious
of its responsibility, and however much their report to "Parliament
may be challenged, it was the result of eighteen months' exacting
labour, and of intense research and reflection. Lord Linlithgow
presided over the committee's deliberations with enviable - dis-
tinction. He was impartial, patient, practical, and imperturbable;
and the mastery of the complicated issues of the White Paper,
displayed by Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State for India,
won the unstinted admiration of the whole committee, who trust
that the result of their labours may bless both India and mankind.
The triennial election of the members of the London County
Council took place on the 8th March 1934, when, for the first time
in its history, a Labour majority was returned. The usual pro-
phecies of disaster were immediately forthcoming, and some of the
newspapers seemed willing to try to damage the council's credit
in order to gratify a political prejudice. The City received the
electoral blow with a sullen composure, and the holders of the
council's stocks kept both their heads and their money.
The result of the polling was a great surprise to me; but I was
altogether unprepared when, on the gth March, directly the full
results were known, I received from Mr. Herbert Morrison, who
had so brilliantly led the Labour forces to victory, the suggestion
that my name should be submitted to the newly elected Labour
members for their nomination as the chairman of the new council.
The proposal that I should be the first Labour chairman of the
greatest municipal authority of the world was, by far, the greatest
honour that I had ever received, and I deeply appreciated it. I
nevertheless felt that I was too tired and overworked, with my
duties on the India Joint Select Committee uncompleted, to face,
with any chance of success, such new and onerous responsibilities,
and I asked, on that account alone, to be excused. There was, in
addition, the difficult question of the personal expenses attached to
the position to be considered. The London County Council had
previously allowed its chairmen to pay out of their own pockets
for the hospitality which it offered to its guests. This practically
restricted the choice of its chairmen to those who could meet
expenses amounting to several hundred pounds a year. This was,
of course, impossible so far as I was concerned, and I had to make

